
Dear Commissioners, 

 

My name is Archana Gangavati, a 10-year resident of Torrey Hills, on Corte Luz Del 
Sol  (one of the impacted streets, residences that were left behind in district 6, despite the 
approval of moving all Torrey Hills back into district 1). 

 

I am writing you on behalf of ALL my neighbors because the Map 87040 that Haystaq 

developed and was approved during your previous meeting moving Torrey Hills has 

incorrect boundaries for 606 Torrey Hills residents that live on the top of hill by East Ocean 

Air drive, near the canyon, part of the same housing complex, community, neighborhood 

and HOA, etc. Map 870404 as approved today carves out and excludes via a strange two-

horseshoe like pattern right in the middle of the neighborhood moving houses out of 

district 1 and leaving others more inside the cul-de-sacs of the same housing complex in 

district 1. 

 

We in Torrey Hills, are ONE community, one zip code and have always been part of Torrey 

Hills and Carmel Valley since the houses were built in 2000. We saw shopping centers, 

recreation centers of Ocean Air, Ocean Air elementary, etc. communities being built around 

us. 

 

I have to believe that the emission is only an oversight, it is the only plausible 

explanation for it. If our houses have been deliberately singled out - please provide 

adequate justification for it while bearing in mind that this will be pushing neighbors 

away from each other.  

 

I urge you to consider voting on performing a friendly revision on Map 87040 that would 

bring the entirety of Torrey Hills residents (ONE community, same zip code, same roads, 

schools, shopping centers, recreation centers, parks as the rest that got moved back into the 

Carmel Valley district 1!!) back to district 1.  

 

I look forward to this decision tomorrow.  

 

Best, 

Archana 
 



 


